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The complete tunnel axiom (abbreviated CTA) is that there is a continuous function from the 
Stone-tech remainder w* of the integers onto a linearly ordered space, such that every point- 
inverse has empty interior. The concept of a complete tunnel through a space is defined and its 
presence in o* is shown equivalent to the CTA. Various modifications of this concept are defined 
and some are shown equivalent to statements about w* and about compactifications of the 
Mrbwka-Isbell space ‘K The strongest of these statements is shown to follow from CH, but the 
weakest is negated by the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA). 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class: 54D40, 54D35, 54F05, 54B15, 54A35 
complete tunnel linearly ordered space 
k-tunnel splitting family 
compactification bracketing chain 
The structure of the Stone-Tech compactification of the countable discrete space 
w has long been an object of intense study by both topologists and set theorists. In 
the last twenty years it has become increasingly apparent that this space can vary 
greatly in its properties from one model of set theory to another. The main object 
of this paper is to study the properties related to: 
The Complete Tunnel Axiom. There is a continuous function from @I -w onto a 
linearly ordered topological space (LOTS), such that the preimage of every point has 
empty interior. 
In the first section, we give an ‘internal’ property of @_I -0, good for any 
topological space, which is equivalent to the Complete Tunnel Axiom (henceforth 
abbreviated CTA). In case the LOTS in question is zero-dimensional, we also have 
a condition on the clopen subsets of p w -w, and in Section 2 there is a translation 
of this into an axiom on subsets of w. We show there how this axiom (and hence 
CTA) follows from the continuum hypothesis (CH). The method of proof also gives 
us a compactification of w such that the remainder is the order-completion of the 
ql-set of cardinality ol, and such that no sequence from w converges. We give 
some information on the status of these axioms. (In particular, they are false under 
the Proper Forcing Axiom, PFA.) 
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In Section 3 we study a natural weakening of the ‘clopen CTA’ which also follows 
from CTA itself, and in Section 4 we show that this axiom is equivalent to the 
existence of a compactification of ly whose subspace of nonisolated points is a 
linearly ordered space (LOTS). We obtain conditions (for example, CH) under 
which such compactifications are of cardinality 2’. It is still an unsolved problem 
whether there is a version of V with a compactification of cardinality >c, and this 
is the first result that shows it is consistent for it to have one. 
A related example is described in Section 2, of a compactification of o with 
ordered remainder, such that no sequence from w converges. The existence of such 
a space is equivalent in a natural way to CTA. Despite the fact that the space K of 
Section 4 is sequentially compact (the set nonisolated points is linearly ordered, 
and every sequence from p converges to a point of V) the two constructions are 
quite similar. 
In a forthcoming joint paper with J. Pelant and P. Simon, some analogous examples 
will be given, with trees that are compact in the coarse wedge topology taking the 
place of compact LOTS. These trees share many properties with LOTS, such as 
monotone normality and sequential compactness, so it is perhaps unexpected that 
the constructions of this paper require special axioms, while those involving trees 
are done ‘in ZFC’. 
1. Tunnels in and through spaces 
The complete tunnel axiom derives its name from a concept that seems to be 
generally useful in topology. 
1.1. Notation. Let T be a totally ordered set. Given a subset T’ of T, let 
uT( T’) = {t E T: t’ < t for all t’ E T’}, 
.?,( T’) = {t E T: t < t’ for all t’E T’}. 
We will often omit the parentheses. 
We will refer to a collection of subsets of a set as a chain if it is totally ordered 
by c. The terms ‘linear order’ and ‘total order’ will be used interchangeably. 
Given two sets A and B, {x: x E A, x EI B} will be denoted A\B, except that we 
write /3X -X instead of pX\X. 
1.2. Definition. A complete [resp. solid] tunnel through a space X is a chain % of 
open subsets of X such that ‘% has no greatest member and 
(1) If, U, U’E % and U 5 U’, then cl Us U’. 
(2) For every [resp. For every nonempty] %“c %?, cl(l_l (e’) 3 int(n Us%?‘). 
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We are using the convention here that U 0 = 0 and n 0 = X, so that a consequence 
of (2) is that U %? is dense in X, and for a complete tunnel n % has empty interior. 
The following modifications of the above concepts are also useful. 
1.3. Definition. Let X be a space and let K be an infinite regular cardinal number. 
A K-tUnnt?l in X is a chain % of open subsets of X satisfying 
(0) %’ has either a subset of cofinality ZK or a subset of coinitiality SK (or both). 
(1) If U, U’ E C and U 5 U’, then cl U 5 U’. 
(2) If 5%” is a nonempty subset of %’ of cofinality [resp. cointialityla K, then 
cl(U %‘) 1 int(n u%%Y’) [resp. int(n %‘) c cl(U t%%‘). 
If the K-tUnne1 is of cofinality >-K, we will say it is through X. 
As usual, the cofinality of a totally ordered set T is the least K such that T has 
a cofinal subset T’ of cardinality K, i.e. for each t E T there exist t’~ T’ such that 
t s t’. ‘Coinitial’ and ‘coinitiality’ are defined by reversing the inequality. 
The routine proof of the following lemma is omitted. 
1.4. Lemma. Let X be a space and let 55’ be a complete tunnel through X. 
(a) If UE YZ then UC cl(l_e,{ U}), and int(n u%{ U})c 0. There is no least 
member in u%{ U} and no greatest member in 8%{ C}. 
(b) If 9 is a chain obtained by adding to 92 any collection of sets of the form U %?I, 
where %’ is a subcollection of % such that uU( Se’) is nonempty and has no least member, 
then 9 is a complete tunnel. 
(c) If %?’ is a subcollection of %? such that fl is clopen for all U E Y’, then the 
collection 9 obtained by replacing %?I wirh {u: U E %‘} is a complete tunnel. 
(d) If 9 is a subcollection of 59 such that, whenever U, U’ E %‘, U G U’, there exists 
V E 9 such that U c V c U’, then 9 is a complete tunnel through X. [Caution: it is 
important that 9 c %.I 
We will use LOTS as an abbreviation for ‘linearly ordered topological space’, 
a linearly ordered set L whose subbase of open sets is all sets of the form 
(--~~,a)={b~L:b<a}or(a,+~)={b~L:b>a}or(-co,+a)=L. 
Now comes the connection between Definition 1.2 and the statement of the CTA. 
1.5. Theorem. Let X be a topological space. The following are equivalent 
(a) There is a continuous surjective function f: X + L, where L is a LOTS, such 
that f ‘{y} has empty interior for all y E L. 
(b) There is a complete tunnel through X. 
Proof. (a)*(b). Let (e be the collection of all sets of the form f ‘(-a, a) where 
a E L has no immediate successor. Since L has the order topology, all members of 
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% are open. Condition (1) of Definition 1.2 holds since cl(f’(-co, a)) ~f+(-co, a] 5 
f’(-OO, a’) for any a’> a since a has no immediate successor. 
In proving that the other condition for a complete tunnel is satisfied, we note 
first that the collection of all u E L without immediate successors is dense in L, 
topologically speaking. Were it not so, L would have an isolated point, which is 
disallowed by (a). 
Now let A c L and let %‘= {f’, a): ueA}. Let B={bEL: b~u forsome uEA}. 
Then B is a (not necessarily proper) initial segment of L, and A is cofinal in B. 
Also, B” = Us = uL(A), while ui6;%‘= {I’(-co, d): d E B’}. 
If A has no supremum in L, then B’ has no least element, so n u,%’ =f’B = IJ (e’. 
If A has a supremum a* in L but no greatest element, then n u,%’ =f’( -co, a*) = 
U{f’(-ho, a): u~A}=u%‘. 
If A has a greatest element a*, then a” has no immediate successor in L and so 
n uV%‘=f’(- 00, a*]. Now cl[f’( -03, a*)]Ucl[f’( u*, +a~)] =cl[f’( -co, a*) u 
f’(u*, +00)1=X since L= (-CO, a*) u {a*}u (a*, t-00) and f’{u*} has empty 
interior. But no point in the interior of f’( -00, a*] is in the closure of f’( a*, +a); 
all such points must be in the closure of f’( -co, a*) = n V. 
(b)*(a). Let %’ be a complete tunnel through X. By adding to ‘% if necessary, 
using Lemma 1.4, we may assume that lJ %‘E % for all %‘c %’ unless lJ %’ is 
clopen, in which case (unless U ‘%’ = X)lJ %” E %. In the remainder of the proof, 
9 will always denote a nonempty initial segment of (e with a supremum V in %? 
but no greatest member. By Lemma 1.4(a), Vc IJ 9 and so V = lJ 9. Similarly, 
n Us{ V}\ V has empty interior and so does V\lJ 9; hence the union of these two 
closed sets, which is n Us{ V}\iJ 9& has empty interior. 
Define a( 9) = n u%{ V}\iJ 9. If lJ 9 is clopen, it equals V, and we let e(9) = 
V\lJ9 and c(9)=nUq{V}\K 
Next we show that the sets n %’ and X\lJ %, together with those of the form 
a( 9), form a partition of the space X. To show that these sets cover X, let x E X, 
and let %‘~={UE%:XEU}. If +& is empty, xEn(e. If V&e,=%? then XEX\%. If 
neither holds, then %$ has a greatest element U, and x E a( Yx\{ U}). To show 
disjointness, it is enough to observe that x E a( 9) if, and only if, 9 is cofinal with 
(hence equal to) Y&e,\{ U}. To see this, suppose sxe,\{ U} s 9; then x E U 9 and so 
xg u(9). On the other hand, if 9 5 ?&e,\{ U}, then the supremum V of 9 is strictly 
contained in U and so x E n Us{ V}. 
Of course,the collection {in %}, {X\lJ %:)> u (u(9): lJ 9 is not clopen} u {f?(9) 
and r(9): lJ 9 is clopen} is a partition of X into closed equivalence classes with 
empty interiors. Let L be the space whose points are these equivalence classes, with 
the order topology imposed by the natural order on L. That is, n %, if nonempty, 
is the least element of L; X\kJ %, if nonempty, is the greatest, and if 9, 9’ are as 
above with 9 s 9’, then e( 9) <r(9) < 8( 9’), etc. The canonical map f from X 
onto L is continuous because the inverse images of subbasic open sets of the form 
(00, a) and (a, +oo) are open in X. For example, if a is of the form a(9), then 
f-(--cc, a) =U 9 and f’(a, +co>-X\n u-9; or if a is of the form e(9), then 
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~-(--CO, a) = (lJ 9 while f’(a, +cc)=X\lJ 9, and 9 is clopen. The other cases are 
handled similarly. 0 
1.6. Corollary. The CTA is equivalent to the statement that there is a complete tunnel 
through @O - w. 
Of course, we could have simplified the proof of Theorem 1.5 by not breaking 
up a(9) for any 9, but it is very helpful in the applications if the LOTS can be 
made zero-dimensional. 
By abuse of language, we will call a chain (in particular, a complete tunnel) 
clopen if each of its members is a clopen subset of X. 
1.7. Theorem. The following are equivalent on a compact space X. 
(a) There is a continuous function f: X + L onto a zero-dimensional LOTS, such 
that f ‘{y} has empty interior for all y E L. 
(b) There is a clopen complete tunnel through X. 
(c) There is a complete tunnel through X such that, given any two members U, U’ 
of %, there exists a clopen C E C such that U c Cc U’. 
Proof. (b)*(c) is obvious, while if (c) is satisfied, the collection of all clopen 
members of ‘32 is a complete tunnel through X by Lemma 1.4 (d), so (b) is satisfied. 
We can handle (c)+(a) the way we did (b)+(a) in Theorem 1.5, and zero- 
dimensionality of the resulting LOTS is easy to verify, but it is simpler to derive 
(a) from (b), as follows. 
Let Se be a clopen tunnel through X. 
We define the following preorder (reflexive and transitive relation) on X: x s y 
iff whenever CE % and YE C, then XE C. Let x=y if xsy and ysx. As with all 
preorders, = is an equivalence relation, and we let [x] denote the equivalence class 
of x. If we define [x] c [y] to mean x 5 y, then s is a well-defined total order on 
the equivalence classes. Let L be the LOTS whose points are the equivalence classes, 
with the topology induced by this order. 
The canonical map from X onto L is continuous because the inverse images of 
subbasic open sets are open in X. This is obvious in the case f ‘(-00, [xl) = 
U{CG %: xg C}. As for f’([x],+co), let ~={CE %:EXE C}. If 9 has no least 
number, then f *([xl, +a) is the open set X\u%(9), while if 9 has a least member 
C then f *([xl, +oo)=X\C. Zero-dimensionality of L follows easily from the 
observation that f(C) is clopen in L for all C E 92. Here compactness comes into 
play: f(C) and f(X\C) are disjoint compact, hence clopen subsets of L. 
Finally, (a)*(b) is handled like the same implication in Theorem 1.5, but the 
proof is simpler because L is compact and so order-complete (every chain in L has 
a supremum) and there are not so many cases to consider. 
It seems impossible to remove compactness from the conditions on X without 
replacing ‘LOTS’ by ‘GO space’ in (a), but since we will be mostly concerned with 
@ -w this will not hamper us. 
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2. Complete clopen tunnels through f3w - w. 
Let us recall some basic facts about @J -w. There is a l-l correspondence between 
its clopen subsets and equivalence classes of subsets of o under the relation A = *B 
iff A\B and B\A are both finite. This follows from some very simple facts about 
the Stone-Tech compactification: if we let A* = (clp,A)\w, then A* = J3* if [A] = [B] 
because /?o is Hausdorff and points of w are isolated, while if e.g. B\A is infinite 
we have points of B* in the closure of B\A but not of A: every infinite subset of 
w has limit points in flw -w, and disjoint subsets of w have disjoint closures. 
Moreover, every clopen subset C of p w -w is of the form A*: there must be disjoint 
open subsets U, V of &_I such that U n (pw - w) = C and V n (pw - w) = Cc. Since 
the points of w are isolated, U and V are clopen. By density of w, C = (U n w)*. 
We will let P*(w) denote the set of all infinite, co-infinite subsets of w with the 
preorder c*, defined by A c * B if A\ B is finite. We will write A < B to mean A\ B 
is finite and B\A is infinite. Arguments like those above show A* c B” iff A c * B, 
and A < B iff A* 5 B*. We will extend this c*, < notation to all of P(w), with the 
same formal definition, and for equivalence classes we define [A] < [B] if A < B. 
In this way the above bijection becomes an order isomorphism between the Boolean 
algebra of clopen subsets of @w --o and ??(o)/finite. 
2.1. Definition. Let X be a zero-dimensional [this includes TZ] space. Given clopen 
subsets A and B of X, A splits B if An B and B\A are both infinite. A family d 
of subsets of X is splitting if every infinite clopen subset of X is split by some 
member of d. 
There is a trichotomy between subsets A and B of X: either (1) A and B are 
almost disjoint, i.e. An B is finite; (2) B c* A or (3) A splits B. [Of course, there 
are other ways of dividing up the pairs of subsets, but this will be the most useful 
below.] The possibilities are mutually exhaustive and, if both A and B are infinite, 
mutually exclusive. 
We will refer to a subfamily of P*(w) that is totally ordered by < as a <-chain. 
There is an intimate connection between clopen tunnels through /3w - w and splitting 
<-chains of P*(w). 
2.2. Theorem. If & is a splitting <-chain in P’*, then {A*: A E &} is a complete clopen 
tunnel through pw -w. If % is a complete clopen tunnel through @w -w, and for each 
C E (e a subset Ac ofw is chosen so that A$ = C, then {A, : C E %} is a splitting <-chain. 
Rather than proving this directly, we will prove an analogous theorem for pw - w, 
from which this one routinely follows. The advantage is that since /3w -w has no 
isolated points, two clopen sets are disjoint iff they are almost disjoint, and A splits 
B iff A n B and B\A are both non-empty. The trichotomy thus becomes: either (1) 
AnB=0 or (2) BcA or (3) A splits B. 
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2.3. Theorem. Let X be a zero-dimensional space without isolated points. Let % be a 
chain of proper nonempty clopen subsets of A. Then % is splitting if, and only if it is 
a complete tunnel through X. 
Proof. Suppose %’ is a complete tunnel. Let D be any nonempty clopen subset of 
X. Let %‘,={CE%: CnD=@} and YD = {C E 55: D c C}. By the trichotomy, it 
follows that if no member of % splits D, then yD u ‘%D = %?. Now each member of 
%‘D is a subset of each member of TD, and the nonempty clopen subset D is 
contained in int(n VD) and disjoint from cl(l.J %?D), contradicting completeness. 
Conversely, suppose %’ is splitting. Suppose there exists %“c (e such that 
int(n u~%‘)\cQU V) IS nonempty. This set is open, so it contains a nonempty 
clopen set D, and it is easy to see that no member of (e splits D. 0 
Theorem 2.2 now follows quickly from the way the correspondence between 
P*(w) and the clopen subsets of Bw --w behaves; in particular, if A and B are 
subsets of w, then A splits B if and only if A* splits B*. 
The trichotomy on P*(w) comes into play in the next theorem. 
2.4. Theorem. If CH, there is a complete clopen tunnel through @J -w. 
Proof. Using CH, we list the infinite subsets of w as (2,: a < co,}. We will define 
a splitting <-chain in P*(w). 
Let A, be a member of P*(w) that splits Z,, . If (Y is a countable ordinal, assume 
{A,: p <a} has been defined to be a <-chain in P*(w) such that Z, is split by 
someA,(y<cu)foreachp<a.Let~~={Ap:p<aandApnZ,isfinite},~9”= 
{A,: p < (Y and Z, c * Ap}. Clearly 4, n LC is empty, and each member of -QQ, is 
< every member of d”. If there is some p < LY for which A, ES & u sP, then A, 
splits Z, and we let A, = A,. If there is no such p, then we consider first the case 
where & is empty. There exists A& E P*(w) such that A, <A& for all p < cz. (It is 
well known that if & and 93 are countable <-chains in P*(o) and that A < B for 
any choice of A E &, B E 93, then there exists C E P*(w) such that A < C < B for 
all A E d E 93. This includes the case where Op or 93 is empty. See [5] or [12, pp. 
62,781.) If Z, c * A&, let B be an infinite, co-infinite subset of Z, and let A, = AL\B. 
If Z, is almost disjoint from A&, then choose B in the same way and let A, = A& u B. 
If A& splits Z, let A, = A&. In each case, {AP = /3 G a} is a <-chain and A, splits Z,. 
The other two cases are handled similarly. If SQ, is empty, let A& <A, for all 
p < LY; if neither & nor dff is empty, let A& <A, for all A, E A”, A: > A, for all 
A, E A,. In each case, adding or subtracting an infinite, co-infinite subset of Z, 
does not alter the order relationships between A, and the previous A,. 
Let z2 = {A, a <w,}. Then ti is a <-chain and Z, is split by some member of 
{A,: a < IN,}, so & is a splitting family. The result now follows by Theorem 2.2. 0 
Of course, there was no need to let A, = A, if Z, was already split by some earlier 
A,; we could have let A, be any subset of w whose addition to {AP = /3 <a} left 
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us with a <-chain. In one sense, however, it makes no difference how we carry out 
the induction. 
2.5. Theorem. If CI-I, then any two splitting <-chains in P*(w) are order-isomorphic 
as totally ordered sets. 
Proof. Each splitting <-chain % is an vi-set; that is, given any two countable 
subsets 9, 93 of % with & < 93 (shorthand for A < B for all AE Sa, BE 6%‘) then 
there is a C E (e such that ti < {C} < 93. This is by the well-known fact mentioned 
above. Of course, any qi-set is uncountable, so under CH any splitting <-chain in 
9’*(w) is of cardinality wi. Now we use the fact [4, p. 1801 that any two T,-sets of 
cardinality w1 are order-isomorphic. (In fact, every q,-set of cardinality w1 is 
isomorphic to the collection of all functions f from w, to (0, l} such that f’( 1) has 
a greatest member [4, pp. 186-71.) q 
It is a theorem of ZFC that every q,-set has cardinality at least 2Ho= c [4, p. 1771. 
So the construction of a complete clopen tunnel through /3w -o is bound to be 
more complicated in the absence of CH. Nevertheless, as will be shown in a 
forthcoming paper, the following is true: 
2.6. Theorem. Let M be a model of set theory obtained by adding <K, Cohen reals 
to a model of CH. Then the theorem “there is a complete clopen tunnel through Bw - w” 
holds in M. 
In other words, if N is a model of CH and I is a set of cardinality K, (n finite) 
in N, and P is the set of all functions from a finite subset of I into (0, l}, then in 
the model M = N[G] obtained by adding an N-generic subset G of P to N, there 
is a complete clopen tunnel through /3w -w. In M, the cardinality of the continuum 
is K,. 
On the other hand, not every model has a clopen complete tunnel through pw -w. 
In fact: 
2.7. Theorem. If PFA, there are no clopen w,-tunnels in Bw - w. Moreover, for each 
regular aleph K > t-t1 “there are no clopen +-tunnels in Bw -w” is consistent with 
MA+c=K. 
Proof. If % is a clopen w,-tunnel in /3w - w, and for each C E % we choose Ao c w 
such that C = A*, , then to every ascending sequence {C*: (Y < K} in C of uncountable 
cofinality whose union is not dense in j3w -w, there is associated a descending 
sequence (0’ = /3 < A} which is coinitial in uc({ C”: (Y < K}, and we may assume K 
and A are regular cardinals. If lJ {C”: (Y < K}, does not have clopen closure, then 
{ACa: a <K}, {B&3: p <A} is what is called in [l] an unfilled (K, A*)-gap. That is, 
there is no subset E of w such that ACo c * E c * B& for all cy, j.3. 
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Now, as pointed out in [l, 4.41 the axiom MA(w,), implied by both PFA and 
MA+ lCH, is already enough to imply that if {A,: a < wl} is an ascending c*- 
sequence of subsets of w, and A, < B for all (Y, then there exists Cc w such that 
A, < C < B, so if K = w, then we can proceed as in the preceding paragraph to 
obtain an unfilled (w,, A*)-gap for some infinite regular A. But [ 1,4.3] PFA implies 
that then A = w,, and unpublished work of Kunen shows MA is compatible with 
any value of c and the conclusion that A must be w,. However, the collection 
{ Dp\Cp: /3 < w,} is a decreasing sequence of clopen sets in pw - w with nonempty 
interior, since {w -(A’,,\B’,,): p <w,} is a =*-ascending sequence and so every 
member, is c*-contained in some subset of w with infinite complement 2 [let w = B 
in the first sentence of this paragraph, and let Z = Cc], and Z c* Dp\Cp for all p. 
This violates the assumption that C is an w,-tunnel, specifically condition (2) in 
Definition 1.3. q 
We will see in the next section that CTA implies there is a clopen w-tunnel 
through j3w - w, and every such tunnel is also an w, -tunnel because of the well-known 
fact cited in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Hence PFA implies lCTA, and 1CTA is 
consistent with MA+c = K for every regular K > btl. 
We close this section with a few more topological equivalences. Recall the theorem 
of Magi11 [ 12, p. 1421: if X is a compact Hausdorff space and $: pw - w + X is 
continuous and onto, then by identifying each I/-‘(X) to a point and taking the 
resulting quotient space of pw, we obtain a compactification Y of w whose remainder 
is homeomorphic to X. Let 4 : pw + Y be this identification map. 
Now if G-‘(x) has nonempty interior, we can let Z* be a nonempty clopen subset 
of I,/-‘(X), and then 4(1,/-‘(x)) will be in the closure of every infinite subset of Z, 
so any infinite sequence from Z converges to +(f+F’(x))). Conversely, if (x,: n E w) 
is a sequence from w that converges to 4(4-‘(x), then it is easy to see that 
{x,: n E w>* I= l+-‘(x). 
Thus we have: 
2.8. Theorem. The CTA is equivalent to the statement that there is a compactijication 
of w such that the remainder is ordered and no nontrivial sequence from w converges. 
As usual, if X is a Tychonoff space, a space K is a compactijication of X if it is 
a compact T, space containing X as a dense subspace. In such a case K\X is called 
the remainder of X in K. 
2.9. Theorem. There is a clopen complete runnel through /?w - w if; and only if, there 
is a zero-dimensional compactijication of w with ordered remainder such that no 
nontrivial sequence from w converges. 
In case of CH, the remainder alluded to in Theorem 2.9 can be shown to be 
order-isomorphic to the set of all functions from w, into (0, 1) with the lexico- 
graphical order. Such a remainder can also be constructed in the model M described 
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in and after Theorem 2.6. Some additional information about these remainders will 
be given at the end. 
3. Clopen o-tunnels 
Does CTA imply the existence of a complete clopen tunnel through /3w -w? This 
is a difficult and, as of this writing, unsolved problem. We do get a positive result 
if we drop down one level in complexity: 
3.1. Theorem. If CTA, then there is a clopen o-tunnel through @J -w. 
In proving this, it seems simplest to look upon the complete tunnel abstractly at 
first, as a totally ordered set with the order topology. (This should not be confused 
with any LOTS onto which we define a continuous map with the help of the tunnel.) 
We first prove: 
3.2. Lemma. Let L be a LOTS with no greatest or least element, such that every 
nonisolated point is a 2-sided limit point. There is a (discrete) subspace D of L which 
is both coinitial and cojinal in L and satisfies: 
(a) Every d E D has an immediate successor and predecessor in D; 
(b) If p is a limit point of D in L, it is a 2-sided limit point. 
Proof. Despite [6, p. 441 and [7, p. 531, point-set topologists use the well-ordering 
principle far more often than Zorn’s lemma. However, this is one of the rare times 
Zorn’s lemma works better. 
Let (9, <) be the collection of all subsets D’ of L in which every element has an 
immediate (in D’) successor and precessor, and let D, < D2 be defined as follows: 
D, c D,, and if x E Di, the immediate successor [resp. predecessor] of x in D, 
remains the immediate successor [resp. predecessor] of x in D2. Since L has no 
greatest or least element, 9 has nonempty members. 
It is obvious to any avowed partisan of Zorn’s lemma that if Ce is a chain in 9, 
then U 55’ is a member of 9. Let D be a maximal member of 9. Now D is cofinal 
in L: were it not, look at I = uL( D). If I has a least element +!, then I{e} has no 
least element by the ‘2-sidedness’ of L, is nonempty, and fulfills all the conditions 
of L. So we define 9’ with respect to I{e} as we did 9 with respect to L; if D’ is 
a nonempty member of 9’, then D u D’ E 9, contradicting maximality of D. If 1 
does not have a least element, then we define 9’ with respect to I itself, again 
contradicting maximality of D. By a similar argument, D is coinitial in L. 
If p is a limit point of D in L but not a 2-sided limit point of D, assume without 
loss of generality that p is the infimum of the members of D following it but not 
the supremum of the ones D’ preceding it. Let / be the supremum of D’ in the 
Dedekind completion J? of L. Let I = (8~ L: 2< e< p}. Then I had no greatest or 
least element, and we argue as before. Cl 
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This proof has a number of fringe benefits: maximality of D insures that if p is 
I 
a limit point of D in L\L then it must be a 2-sided limit point: the fact that p is a 
point of L is not used. Second, given any point p of L, either it is a 2-sided limit 
point of D or there exist elements d and d’ of D such that d is the immediate 
predecessor and d’ the immediate successor of p in D. 
Lemma 3.2 itself can be used to prove something more general than Theorem 3.1: 
3.3. Theorem. Let X be a space satisfying Ind X = 0, and let L be a LOTS with a 
greatest and a least element, neither of which is isolated, and such that every other 
nonisolated point of L is a 2-sided limit point. If there exists a continuous surjective 
f: X + L such that f ‘{y} has empty interior for each nonisolated y E L, then there is 
a clopen w-tunnel through X. 
Recall that “Ind X = 0” means that if H and K are disjoint closed subsets of X, 
there exists a clopen C c X such that H c C, C n K = 0. 
It is a well-known fact, cf. [4, p. 2471 that every Lindelijf zero-dimensional space 
X satisfies Ind X = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let D be a subspace of L\{max L, min L} as described in 
Lemma 3.2. For each pair {d, d’} such that d’ is the immediate successor of d in 
D, pick a clopen C, c X such that f ‘(-a, d] c C,, C, c f ‘(-a, d’). Let %’ be the 
resulting chain of clopen sets. 
If C’= {C,: d E D’} is a subset of %‘, and %” has no greatest member, then D’ has 
no greatest member, and U (e’ = U {f ‘(-a, d): d E D’}. Moreover, ut,D’= D\D’ 
has no least member, so neither does UK%’ and n Use%” = 
n{f-(-~,d):d~D\D’}=X-U{f~(d,+oo):d~D\D’}.Therefore, theinterior 
of n Us%‘\% = f *{sup D’} is empty. Similarly, if C’ has no least element, 
n %“\lJ 8%%” has empty interior. Hence (2) in the definition of K-tUIInd, with K = w 
is satisfied, and the rest is routine. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If f = pw - w + L is surjective and L is a LOTS, and f ‘{y} 
has empty interior for all y E L, then L has no isolated points. Moreover, if we 
identify to a single point any pair of points {y, y’} of L such that y’ is the immediate 
successor of y, the resulting quotient of L is a connected LOTS and so satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 3.3. Now Theorem 3.1 follows from the fact that Ind 
(Pw-w)=O. 0 
We did not use any properties of Pw = o except this last one, so: 
3.4. Corollary (of the proof of Theorem 3.1.). Let X be a space satisfying Ind X = 0. 
If there is a complete tunnel through X, there is a clopen w-tunhel through X. 
Our next result is reminiscent of Theorem 2.3. 
3.5. Lemma. Let X be a zero-dimensional space without isolated points and let % be 
an infinite chain of clopen subsets of X. The following are equivalent. 
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(a) % is an w-tunnel in X. 
(b) For every nonempty clopen A c X, either 
(i) A is split by some member of %Y, or 
(ii) %A = {C E %‘: C n A = 0} has a greatest member, and 
%YA = {C E %: A c C} has a least member, or 
(iii) Either %A = %‘, and % has a greatest member, or 
ZA = %, and % has a least member. 
Proof. (a)*(b). If A is not split by some member of %, then A c int(n %A)\U GA, 
but %A= ls(?ZA) and YA=uu(%A), so %A must have cofinality <w, and VZA must 
have cointiality <o. 
(b)+(a). Let %’ be of cofinality >w, WC 95. Suppose int(n ~~%‘)\cl(l_~ V) = U 
is a nonempty (open) set. There is a nonempty clopen A c U, and gA = Us’%‘, so 
%’ is cofinal in %?A, contradiction. The case where %Y’ is of infinite coinitiality is 
handles similarly. The other conditions on an o-tunnel are trivially satisfied. q 
As with Theorem 2.3, the case X = pw - w can be translated into a condition on 
subsets of w. If %? is a c-chain in P*(w), then {C*: C E %?} is an w-tunnel if, and 
only if, a condition like (b) is satisfied with respect to each infinite subset A of w; 
all we need to do is replace “= 0” with “is finite” in the definition of %?A, and 
“A c C” with “A c * V’ in that of ZA. 
The following concept will be useful in Section 4. 
3.6. Definition. Let X be a zero-dimensional space. A chain % of clopen subsets 
of X is bracketing (for X) if for each infinite clopen A c X, there is an infinite 
clopen B c A and successive members C, C’ of V2 such that B = C’\C. 
Of course, if X has no isolated points, “infinite” can be replaced by “nonempty” 
in both places. The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.5. 
3.7. Theorem. If X is a zero-dimensional space without isolated points, then every 
infinite bracketing chain is an w-tunnel in X. 
Here is a curious result which may be vacuous. 
3.8. Lemma. If M is a model of set theory in which there is a clopen w-tunnel in Bw - w 
but no complete clopen tunnel through Bw = w, then in M TT u (01 u (Bw -w} is a 
bracketing chain for every clopen w-tunnel % in Bw - w. 
Proof. If A is a nonempty clopen subset of j?w -w such that no nonempty B c A 
is ‘bracketed’ by successive members of % u {/3 w -w}, then from Lemma 3.5 (with 
B playing the role of A) it follows that every nonempty clopen subset of A is split 
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by ‘%. But A is homeomorphic to @J - w [ 12, p. 741 and {C n A: C E %}\{& A} is 
a complete clopen tunnel through A by Theorem 2.3, contradiction. 0 
In models where there is a complete clopen tunnel through @J -w, we can still 
obtain infinite bracketing clopen chains, but we must work harder. 
3.9. Theorem. Let % be a clopen w-tunnel in /3w -w such that 0 E % and /3w -w E 5~2 
Then there is an infinite subset 93 of % which is bracketing. 
Proof. Let {D,: (Y < c} list all nonempty proper clopen subsets of pw - w. Let C, 
be a member of % that splits Do; or none exists, let C, and CA be successive members 
of (e such that &c CA\&,. If C, splits Do, we let Ch be a member of Ce such that 
either DO\COc Ch, or C& splits DO\CO. In each case CA\C,, contains a nonempty 
clopen subset of D,. 
Suppose y <c, and C,, C& have been chosen from % for all LY < y. Let %a = 
{C,, CL: LY < r}. The induction hypothesis is that, for each (Y, C&\C, contains a 
nonempty clopen subset of De, and that C, and C& are successive members of CeY 
for all (Y. 
If there exist successive members C, Ct of %Y, such that (C’\ C) n D, is nonempty, 
let C,, = C, Ck = Ct. If not, and there exist successive members C, C’ of %’ such 
that (C’\C) n D, # 0, it is impossible for there to be an (Y such that C, 5 C&, and 
similarly for C’; so if we let C, = C, C\ = C+, the induction hypothesis is satisfied 
at y+l. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, the only remaining possibility is that {C n D,: C E 
%‘}\{0, Dy} is a complete tunnel through D,. But D, is homeomorphic to pw - w, 
so every complete clopen tunnel through D, is an n,-set, hence of cardinality c. So 
there is a nonempty clopen subset D of D, that is not split by any member of %‘,. 
Pick C, E % such that C, splits D, and pick C\ E % such that C\ splits D\C,. Then 
there is no member of ?Ze, between C, and Cl, (with respect to =). Moreover, since 
the first condition in the preceding paragraph does not obtain, C, and CL do not 
lie between successive members of (e,, so that induction hypothesis continues to 
hold at y+l. 
Of course, if y is a limit ordinal and the induction hypothesis holds at each 
ordinal below y, it holds at y. In particular, this is true of y =c, and if we let 
6% = {C,, C&: cx cc}, 3 satisfies the stated conditions. 
In particular, p is infinite because we always chose successive members of %’ 
whenever possible, and when it was not possible, we chose C, and Ck to split a 
proper clopen subset of pw - w. q 
3.10. Corollary. There is a clopen w-tunnel in POJ -w if; and only if there is an injinite 
bracketing chain for /3x - w. 
The only properties of @J -w that were used in the proof were that it is a compact 
F-space which is zero-dimensional, has no isolated points, and is of weight c. More 
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generally, the proof extends to any compact zero-dimensional space of weight 2” 
without isolated points in which every intersection of G K clopen sets has nonempty 
interior. 
4. Compactifications of ly 
Recall that ?P is the generic symbol for any first countable regular (this includes 
TJ space such that 
(i) the isolated points form a dense, countably infinite subspace N, 
(ii) the nonisolated points form an infinite closed discrete subspace D, and 
(iii) every sequence of isolated points has a convergent subsequence. 
This is more usually expressed by replacing (iii) with the equivalent condition 
(iii’) If, for each point d of D, one chooses a clopen neighborhood Ad which 
misses the rest of D, then {A,\(d): d E D} is a maximal almost disjoint 
collection of subsets of N, and Ad is the one-point compactification of an 
infinite discrete space. 
Of course, local compactness of ‘I’ is a consequence of (iii’), which also gives a 
recipe for constructing all such spaces 9. By the correspondence outlines in Section 
2, these are in a natural bijection with the infinite disjoint families of clopen subsets 
of @w -w whose union is dense. It is well known that every P is uncountable, that 
there are versions of cardinality c in every model of ZFC, and that in some models 
(such as those in which Martin’s axiom holds) all are of cardinality c. There are 
versions of ?P [9] in every model such that p!P - !P is a single point, and hence 
the only compactification is the one-point, compactification. Some other results on 
what p$ might look like are found in [ll]. It is still an unsolved problem whether 
there is a version of !P in every model such that lpPl> c. Of course, this is equivalent 
to whether IPPl>c for some compactification B!P of ?P. In this section we will 
look at those compactifications (if any) B!P whose nonisolated points form a LOTS, 
and give sufficient conditions under which their cardinality can be greater than c. 
4.1. Lemma. Let K be a compactijcation of w such that K\w is injnite. Then K is 
a compactiJication of $I iJ; and only if, K\w has a dense set of isolated points and 
every sequence in w has a subsequence converging to an isolated point of K\w. 
Proof. Let K be a compactification of q. Since !P is locally compact, it is open in 
K [4, p. 451. So every point of W\w is isolated in K\w, and by (iii) every sequence 
in w has a subsequence converging to an isolated point of K\w. If V is open in 
K\w, let U be an open set in K such that cl,U\w c V. By density of w, clKU = 
cl, ( U n w). So U n w is infinite and has a subsequence converging to a point p of 
$,/CO. Thus p is an isolated point of K\w contained in V. 
Conversely, if K\w satisfies the second clause, let D be the set of isolated points 
of K\w. Then D is a closed discrete subspace of w u D, and w u D clearly satisfies 
the conditions for V. 0 
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4.2. Lemma. Let K be a compactification of w such that K\w is a LOTS. Let 
f: pw + K\w be the map induced by the identity on w. If K is a compacttfication of 
?P, and 93 is the collection of all sets of the form f *(-a,~) and f ‘(-co, p] such that 
p is an isolated point of K/w, then % is a bracketing chain in pw -w. 
Proof. If D is a nonempty clopen subset of pw -w, let A c w be such that A* = D. 
By Lemma 4.1, let B be an infinite subset of A which converges to some isolated 
point p of K \w. Then B” c 0, and f ‘( -co, p) and f ‘( -00, p) are successive members 
of %; and B* misses the former and is contained in the latter. q 
4.3. Corollary. If there is a compactification K of P such that the non-isolated points 
of K form a LOTS, then there is a clopen w-tunnel in @w = w. 
Proof. The isolated points of K are those of P: this follows immediately from the 
fact that Q? is open and dense in K. We can identify these isolated points with w, 
and the result follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.7. q 
But we can say more: 
4.4. Theorem. The following are equivalent. 
(a) There is a compactijication K of 9 such that the nonisolated points of K form 
a LOTS. 
(b) There is a clopen w-tunnel in /3w -w. 
(c) There is an inhmite bracketing chain for pw -w. 
Proof. We have just seen how (a) implies (b), and (b) and (c) are equivalent by 
Corollary 3.10. To show (c) implies (a), let C be a chain of clopen sets which is 
bracketing for /3w - w. We define an equivalence relation = on /3w -w and a total 
order on the equivalence classes exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.7. The 
identification map f from pw -w onto the resulting LOTS L is continuous by the 
same argument. The isolated points of L are those [x] for which there are successive 
members C, C+ of 4Z such that x E C’\C [equivalently, [x] = C’\C]. If C c C’ 
and C’E %, either C’ is the immediate successor of C in %, or there is a pair of 
successive members of % between C and C’; this is because some nonempty clopen 
subset of C’\C must be bracketed. So L has a dense set of isolated points. 
Finally, we use Magill’s Theorem as in Theorem 2.8 to obtain a compactification 
K of w whose remainder is L. If A is an infinite subset of w, there is a nonempty 
clopen subset D of A* and successive members C, C+ of % such that DC C’\C, 
and C’\C = [x] for some x, so if B is a subset of A such that B* = D, then B 
converges to [x] in w u L. The result now follows from Lemma 4.1. 0 
The connection between (a) and (c) is even more intimate than their statements 
would indicate. Call a bracketing chain % for @w - w quasi-minimal if every member 
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of % has either an immediate successor or an immediate predecessor in V. The 
proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that every infinite quasi-minimal bracketing chain arises 
from a compactification of P as described in Lemma 4.2, and of course the bracketing 
chain described in Lemma 4.2 is quasi-minimal. It is now possible to form several 
theorems giving necessary and sufficient conditions by rearranging the statement of 
Lemma 4.2. We give only one such example: 
4.5. Theorem. Let K be a compactification of w such that K\w is a LOTS. Let 
,f : pw -w + K\w be the map induced by the identity on w. Then K is a compacttfication 
of ‘I’ iJ and only if; the collection % of all sets of the form f ‘( -co, p) and f ‘( -a, p] 
(p an isolated point of K\w) is a quasi-minimal bracketing chain for pw -w. 
Incidentally, there is a big difference between saying K\w is a LOTS and K\ W 
is a LOTS. The latter can happen in any model of ZFC: the closed unit interval, 
or indeed any compact metric space, can be of the form PV - !P [ll]. But the 
former does not occur in some models (Theorem 2.7). 
Now for some observations about the possible cardinalities of K. No sequence 
from w converges to a nonisolated point of K\w, so no nonisolated point of K\w 
is a G8 in K or in K\w. Nor, for that matter, is it a G8 in K\+. For example, if 
the interval (-a,~) in K\w is not of countable cofinality, and p is not isolated in 
K\w, then every interval (q, p) must contain nonisolated points of K\w ; similarly 
if (p, +w) is not of countable cofinality. In particular, K\q has no isolated points. 
Let t denote the least cardinal K such that there is a chain (e of K clopen subsets 
of pw -w with the finite intersection property such that (e has empty interior. By 
the well known fact in the proof of Theorem 2.4, t 2 w,. If Martin’s axiom holds, 
t = c [cf. 10, p. 191. In any model obtained by adding any number of Cohen reals 
to a model of CH, t = w1 [8, p. 2561. Additional information on t may be found in 
[21. 
4.6. Lemma. Let K be a compactijcation of w such that K\w is an infinite LOTS. 
Suppose no sequence from w converges to a nonisolated point of K\w, no point is the 
intersection of <t open sets. 
Proof. Let x E X, and let K be the least cardinal such that {x} is the intersection of 
a chain % of K open subsets of K\w. For each U E % let AU be a subset of w such 
that x E int, (cl, A,) (= VU) and such that VU n X c U. Then every finite intersec- 
tion of sets of the form VU is a neighborhood of x in K, so {(VU A w)*: U E 021) has 
the finite intersection property. If K < t, there is an infinite subset A of w such that 
A* is in the intersection. But cl, A\w # P, and x is the only possible point of K\w 
in the closure of A, so A converges to x, contradiction. So K 3 t. Finally, if x were 
the intersection of A open sets in X for some A < K, then there would be a family 
{(ye, z,): cr <A} of open intervals of K\w with endpoints in X, such that x is the 
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only point of X in the intersection. But K\w is compact, and the intersection is an 
interval of K\w, so it can contain at most countably many points altogether. This 
would imply {x} is the intersection of A open sets in K\w, contradiction. Cl 
4.7. Corollary. If K is a compacttfication of V whose nonisolatedpoints form a LOTS, 
then no point of K\W is the intersection of <t open sets in K\ ?Zf. 
4.8. Theorem. Let K be a compactification of w such that K\w is an infinite LOTS. 
Suppose no sequence from w converges to a nonisolated point of K\w. The space X 
obtained by removing the isolated points of K\w has at least 2t points. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.6, and the Tech-PospiSil theorem [3, p. 2911: if 
X is a compact T2 space such that no point is the intersection of fewer than K 
points, then IXIa2”. 0 
4.9. Corollary. Zf t = c, and there is a clopen w-tunnel through pw - w, then there is 
a compactijcation K of $ of cardinality 2’ such that K\$ is a zero-dimensional LOTS. 
In particular, this holds under CH. Zero-dimensionality follows from that of 
K\w, which is totally disconnected (it has a dense set of isolated points and is a 
LOTS). Charlie Mills has observed that there is a model of Laver in which w, < t = c 
and there is a complete clopen tunnel through pw - w, so the conclusion of Corollary 
4.9 is strictly weaker than CH. 
In the Cohen model M described in and around Theorem 2.6, the cardinality of 
2’( = 2”1) depends upon where 2”1 sits in the ground model. It is consistent that it 
equal c, 2’, or any cardinal in between whose cofinality is at least We in M. It is 
known that in any model obtained by adding Cohen reals to a model of CH, no 
well-ordered set of clopen subsets of /3w - w can have cardinality > wr . Hence if K 
is a compactification of w such that K\w is an infinite LOTS, then every point of 
K is the intersection of SW, open sets. By Arhangel’skii’s theorem [3, p. 176) 
IK 1 G 2”1. In particular, if K is as in Corollary 4.9 or Theorem 2.8, IK I= 2”1 in this 
Cohen model. 
The following three results, each simple consequences of Lemma 5.13, Chapter 
VII, in [8], illustrate some of the possibilities. With N, Z, and M as in the discussion 
following Theorem 2.6, we have: 
(1) If ]Zj<2”1= w2 in N, the same holds in M; 
(2) If 2”1< )I] and ]I(“1 = )I] in N, then c = lZ\= 2”1 in M and 
(3) If 2”‘= up in N, then 2’= wp in M. 
Thus, for example, if N satisfies CH and 2”1= w2, and ]z]= w2 in N (“we add w2 
Cohen reals”) then M satisfies c = 2”1. Or if N satisfies CH and 2”1= 2”2= wj and 
111 = w2, then M satisfies c = w2 and 2”1= 2’. 
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